Shanghai Jiangsu
Zhejiang Anhui Fujian Jiangxi Shandong  Henan  2001  8887  11888  9640  652  1281  453  3599  924  2002  10281  12361  10315  1186  1703  981  3967  980  2003  10352  14273  14315  1508  2467  963  5133  1018  2004  16320  19580  16270  1920  2680  1710  8150  3120  2005  17923  27863  26238  2482  3044  1947  14738  3570  2006  23569  42435  35956  3122  4057  2891  23518  7431  2007  28305  59261  44851  4364  5065  4527  29345  10505  2008  27739  89171  36779  2688  4524  5589  27610  11968  2009  29403  123423  49546  7873  6199  7478  38905  16945  2010  37040  170830  65870  11070  7900  10540  45010  19600  2011  38480  242270  67160  14570  9940  13430  55080  27820 Hubei Hunan
Guangdong Guangxi Hainan
Chongqing Sichuan Guizhou  2001  2413  1404  5045  174  60  2286  816  97  2002  2205  1612  6970  272  52  2531  1079  144  2003  2018  1085  9331  446  18  3282  1395  247  2004  2010  1540  23160  550  10  3780  1730  360  2005  4075  2453  30932  767  3  4343  2444  402  2006  5047  3077  35533  892  ---5231  3976  481  2007  5805  4237  48435  1273  ---6151  5546  668  2008  5138  10724  42586  1550  ---6713  8547  447  2009  6255  13046  42574  2285  ---7935  12549  793  2010  7010  20430  54130  3490  ---12480  8090  730  2011  7200  29390  61060  3630  840  12620  10800  740   Yunnan  Shaanxi  Gansu Qinghai  Ningxia  Xinjiang  Total   2001   482  1550  154  ---344  12  65295  2002  590  1835  192  ---471  7  75885  2003  568  1887  340  58  440  27  91144  2004  590  3370  250  90  560  50  132740  2005  636  3114  257  100  549  83  178535  2006  949  4950  229  87  170  86  242066  2007  1015  5390  257  129  619  110  312821  2008  1101  3350  101  149  629  81  336851  2009  1263  7830  287  90 Henan  2001 495084  951191  674815  329013  425368  217568  943831  564011  2002 574103  1060685  800367  351972  446755  245048  1027550  603548  2003 669423  1244287  970502  392310  498367  280741  1207815  686770  2004 807283  1500360  1164870  475932  576335  345670  1502184  855379  2005 916410  1830566  1343785  537512  656893  405676  1851687  1058742  2006 1036637  2164508  1574251  614873  761455  467053  2207736  1249597  2007 1249401  2601848  1875373  736092  924853  580025  2577691  1501246  2008 1406986  3098198  2146269  885166  1082301  697105  3093328  1801853  2009 1504645  3445730  2299035  1006282  1223653  765518  3389665  1948046  2010 1716598  4142548  2772231  1235933  1473712  945126  3916992  2309236  2011 1919569  4911027  3231885  1530065  1756018  1170282  4536185  2693103   Hubei  Hunan   Guangdong  Guangxi  Hainan   Chongqing  Sichuan  Guizhou  2001 466228  398300  1064771  223119  54596  174977  442176  108490  2002 421282  415154  1350242  252373  62197  199001  472501  124343  2003 475745  465999  1584464  282111  69320  227282  533309  142634  2004 563324  564194  1886462  343350  79890  269281  637963  167780  2005 652014  651134  2236654  407575  89457  306692  738511  197906  2006 758132  756889  2620447  482851  105285  349157  863781  228200  2007 933340  943960  3177701  582341  125417  467613  1056239  288411  2008 1132889  1155500  3679671  702100  150306  579366  1260123  356156  2009 1296110  1305969  3948256  775916  165421  653001  1415128  391268  2010 1596761  1603796  4601306  956985  206450  792558  1718548  460216  2011 1963226  1966956  5321028  1172087  252266  1001137  2102668  570184  Yunnan  Shaanxi  Gansu  Qinghai  Ningxia  Xinjiang  2001 207471  184427  107251  30095  29838  148548  2002 231282  225339  123203  34065  37716  161265  2003 255602  258772  139983  39020  44536  188635  2004 308191  317558  168849  46610  53716  220909 Source: National Bureau of Statistics of the People's Republic of China, 2012 
Results

